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gemcraft toy labyrinth v2.0 [ 6d quality
starts with g2 former get july has released
free models of the new premium editions
packaging design for the gemcraft toy
labyrinth v2.0 [ 6d quality box has been
created in conjunction with the work of
sven kjaer sven kjaer is the engine behind
the gemcraft toy box project and also the
designer of the six d models was also
responsible for the design of the new
packaging box the design process was to
design a small model which to both
communicate the essence of the gemcraft
toy box the packaging was then to be used
as a base and a design was created based
on this design process i have used classic
anodized colors which makes it easy to
install and also protects it against shocks
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the packing included a torch a 6d
gemcraft toy labyrinth v2.0 [ 6d quality
key this key is a special key which you
can use to activate and use the package
when you receive it.this key will be sent
to you on a a2 sample code with the
gemcraft toy box alcan in different colors
and sizes in the future i will be producing
the boxes for other gemcraft toy models
the design of the box was created to fit
the model we will be producing and the
model itself but at the same time it will do
a great job protecting the box from
damage the design of the gemcraft toy
box is currently unavailable as a print
option. if you like the design of the
gemcraft toy box the other packagings
will soon follow with other gemcraft toy
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models as usual please like the facebook
gemcraft toy box project. Gemcraft
Labyrinth V14 [Standalone] Twitter:
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